OUTSTANDING COLOR QUALITY, HIGH
PERFORMANCE, INTUITIVE USABILITY
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE C7500 Series brings
outstanding image quality and fast, reliable performance
to high-volume office environments. These intelligent
systems are designed to work seamlessly with Canon’s
integrated software and services to provide a holistic
solution for your business.
Print up to 80/70 ppm (BW/color)
Scan up to 240/220 ipm (300 dpi) (BW/color, duplex)
Print up to 13" × 19"
9,300-sheet maximum paper capacity
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An intuitive user interface with a large, responsive, color
touch-screen with smartphone-like usability helps make
it easy to carry out tasks.
My ADVANCE enables users to have a unique, customized
experience that's tailored to their specific workflow needs.
Settings, such as display language, initial log-in screen, and
accessibility options, can be synchronized across multiple
devices for consistency.
Canon's MEAP platform supports a range of integrated
solutions designed to simplify workflow and achieve a holistic
business solution.
Scalable support for mobile and flexible work styles can help
increase efficiency by allowing workers to capture or print
documents and access certain cloud applications.1
Scan and convert documents to Searchable PDF, Microsoft®
Word, and Microsoft PowerPoint® files through a single-pass,
duplexing document feeder that holds up to 300 originals.
Intelligent features, such as motion sensor technology to
wake the device from Sleep mode and the ability to remove
blank pages when scanning, can help maximize productivity.
Create professional-looking reports, proposals, presentations,
booklets, and newsletters with flexible finishing options such
as professional punching, folding, document insertion, and
booklet-making.
The optional imagePASS print controller offers fast processing
along with tools and utilities for producing professional-looking
documents. The optional ColorPASS controller offers even
more robust processing capabilities and additional graphic
arts tools for color-critical environments.
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Canon has employed proven engine technologies from the
light production space to contribute to high-quality output,
designed to meet the needs of demanding color environments.
Produce consistently striking images with CV toner and
outstanding imaging technologies, including Canon's V²
color profile, up to 2400-dpi print resolution with R-VCSEL
red laser technology, and a cooling system for the developer
that helps maintain stable image quality over time.
Employs Canon’s signature reliability and is designed to help
achieve maximum uptime with status notifications to help keep
supplies replenished. These models also include intuitive user
maintenance videos, the ability to replace toner on-the-fly,
and automatic job rerouting (with optional solutions).

